TECHNOLOGY ONE MELBOURNE USER GROUP MEETING
Date

Thursday 27th March 2014

Time

10.30am

Held at

Salvation Army Melbourne Corps
69 Bourke Street
Melbourne VIC 3030

Facilitator

Jamie Scott – Salvation Army

Meeting Welcome – Jamie Scott (Salvation Army)
Jamie welcomed the user group and highlighted the growing attendance.
Jamie strongly encouraged everyone to get onto www.t1financials.com.au and get active on
the forums, as if you are having an issue, it is likely someone else is having the same issue
too, and they may already have the solution. Or your solution may save the next person a
significant time and effort. This can help realise the real power of belonging to this
community!
Jamie encouraged everyone to join the Technology One Software Users Group LinkedIn
group (http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=5169388) and get involved. This group is for all
Technology One users, not just local users who attend the meetings.
Technology One Evolve Conference Summary – Oliver Jarman (Technology One)
Oliver highlighted that Evolve 2014 was the biggest Evolve so far with over 1600 attendees.
At Evolve the big news was the release of Ci Anywhere and the Technology One Cloud (full
cloud solution - Software as a Service), which is the culmination of over $80m invested into
R&D.
Oliver then provided a summary on the key topics covered at Evolve:
Ci Anywhere:
-

-

Catchphrase is: Any device. Any where. Any time.
This runs natively through a browser, on any device with a browser.
The sizing and layout of CI Anywhere Apps adapts to the screen size of the device.
Designed to be simple to use and familiar to the user, similar to the feel of consumer
apps and devices.
Integrates with devices and their features e.g.: touch screens, cameras, GPS.
Optimised for On-Premise or Cloud installations. You have the option to keep
Technology One platform On-Premise or migrate to the Cloud. You get the same
benefits of Ci Anywhere on both installation methods.
In order to get Ci Anywhere, you need to be on the latest consolidation release,
which should be the last major release you need to make for a few years.
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-

Technology One is currently inundated with requests to update, and will need to
stagger client installations. They are prioritising the installations and if you have an
immediate business need, they can still accommodate it.

Enterprise App Store
-

Contains apps, packages, guidance notes, release notes.
There are also 2 minute videos on the use of the apps, to assist with doing away with
lengthy training.
There are currently 36 apps in the Enterprise App Store so far, which have focused
on the apps that the casual user will utilise.
Core functionality apps will be added next.

Cloud
-

Cloud first discussed at the previous Evolve with minimal interest.
Now thinking has changed and there is a high level of interest in the Cloud solution.
Technology One offer a full Software as a Service Cloud solution, hosted within
Australia.
Benefits of the Cloud were highlighted to include reduced costs, simplicity (focus on
business not IT), scalability (very quickly as and when needed) and the economies of
scale which can be achieved.

Noosa Case Study
-

One of the big presentations was the 4 month installation at Noosa Council by Martin
Drysdale.
Noosa de-amalgamated from Sunshine Coast Regional Council.
Short time frame to go live. Started the process in June 2013, signed the Technology
One contract on 23rd August 2013 and went live on January 1st 2014.
They chose a full One Council Technology One solution including Financials, SCM,
BI, HR & Payroll, Asset Management, Property & Rating & ECM.
Chose a Cloud installation which offered significant savings in the estimated
implementation costs.

Oliver stated that the Victorian Showcase presentation is currently looking to be on
Tuesday 10th of June (TBC), so mark it in your diary.
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Ci Anywhere Demonstration – Kris Brown (Technology One)
Kris demonstrated the PC version of Ci Anywhere, highlighting the following points:
-

-

The user can customise their own home screen with the functions they want as a
user
Functions are set up in tiles (similar to Windows 8), which can be small with only a
name or expanded larger to include summary information.
You can click through for more details, you don’t have to go into a different function
to find more details like in the existing Ci.
There is new functionality called natural view, which displays all of the information on
a transaction in a view similar to a print preview format of the item in a standard
format. Designed to be easy to read particularly for non-financial users.
There is an ability to share information with another user, which will send the other
user a link to the same search/parameters which you have on your screen at that
time.

Kris stated that after the Showcase, there will be a demo environment available to customers
to play with. It can be made available now on request if you have an immediate need.
Kris then impressively demonstrated the same functionality on his iPad, and on his iPhone
displayed live on the projector. He performed tasks on each device, and showed how it
would appear on the other device.
Several questions were asked:
-

Does a user staying logged in on their device consume a concurrent user licence?
o Yes it does, however the administrator can set a web timeout to limit this.
What does Ci Anywhere cost?
o All applications which you already own/have a licence for are at no extra
charge.

Enterprise Content Management/Enterprise App Store – Kris Brown (Technology One)
Kris demonstrated Technology Ones connected content by adding at attachment to an asset
on the system, and showing that the attachment is automatically loaded into ECM based on
parameters which are set up. There was no real difference to the user on adding an
attachment, but there is full version control behind it in ECM. Kris then demonstrated the
search function within ECM to locate the attachment based on a number of different criteria
that were automatically populated when the attachment was added.
Kris then highlighted some of the key features of the Enterprise App Store:
-

Users can log into the Enterprise App Store and request an app.
Your IT team has a separate login, they receive the request and can choose to
provision an app to the server.
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-

The App Store then pushes the software to the server, no need for consultants on
site, it essentially does it itself.
Press button to update to production from test
Kris noted that the Citrix install is very specific and involved.

Break for Morning Tea
Welcome Back – Jamie Scott (Salvation Army)
Jamie surveyed the room for users who are on the consolidation release, and around one
third of the room was already on the consolidation release. Jamie then asked if it was
working well at an acceptable speed and most indicated it was fine..
Several users did state they were having issues with a really slow workflow issue once the
consolidation release was installed. Tech One had provided a solution to one client
(Epworth) related to database index, and this totally fixed the issue so workflow items that
were literally taking 2-3 minutes to retrieve, took 2-3 seconds again. The consensus was to
raise an AR if this occurs as Technology One does seem to have a solution.
Oliver Jarman wished to highlight that what CAM stands for, which is Customer Account
Manager, which is your new first point of contact. If you are unaware who your CAM is,
contact Oliver and he will be able to point you in the right direction.

End of Period / End of Year Discussion – Jamie Scott (Salvation Army)
Jamie mentioned he often used to provide a day’s to TechnologyOne clients in the lead-up
to year-end to develop a year-end planning document, calendar and checklist and
test/develop year-end allocation processes and so forth to ensure a smooth transition to the
new financial year. Typically these End-Of-Year documents would re-used every year.
Jamie recommended the starting point is to have a calendar when everything will close
across year end, and a good starting point for documentation is the Technology One Support
website. There are a number of documents on the site which are of use, and they are
currently in the process of being updated for this year.
Sharon Spiteri (Victorian Teachers Mutual Bank), shared that Technology One do a 1 day
course on the end of financial year process which she found very useful and is
recommended to complete, particularly if you haven’t done a year end before.
Several tips were shared in relation to year end:
-

The processing group wizard is a great help in the year end process, and this is
available from revision 9 onwards.
Make sure you click save as on your ledgers, not copy ledger (as copy ledger copies
all of the transactions).
When archiving transactions, you need to talk to your database adminstrator to
cleanse the database and actually claim the disk space back.
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-

There is a stored script for supply chain, which you need to ensure you run. In
particular for the contracts module to roll over RFQ’s etc. If you don’t have it you may
have to log an AR to get it.

Scanning Solutions Discussion – Jamie Scott (Salvation Army)
Jamie asked who was using a scanning solution and which solution. A few users indicated
they were using Kofax and a reasonable number indicated Scanwatcher. Jamie indicated
that in his experience Scanwatcher works reasonably well, particularly large devolved
processing operations like the Salvation Army, and delivers the key functionality of being
able to open the attachment from the transactions. It is reasonably cost effective for what it
does and simple to use, however does require sticking on a label on each document and
reading that label with a bar-code reader to populate the filename in the attachment field at
data-entry time. Kofax on the other hand goes one step further and is able to perform data
entry for you, with some training of the software.
Steve Irwin (City of Frankston) mentioned he had developed workflows for scanning with
Accelerate IT, and can do it a bit easier than in Technology One. Discussion continued and
Scanwatcher (Ferret Software) was also raised as now offering an OCR option, which
represents good value for money, but is time consuming to set up.
New User Issues / Questions - Jamie Scott (Salvation Army)
Long Term Financial Plan / Balance Sheet & Cash Flow Forecast Templates
It was discussed that Technology One have an Enterprise Budgeting template to do balance
sheet and cash flow modelling. There are two models, a 10 year version specifically for
Councils and a 1 year version. Ideally you need ETL to utilise this model, although it would
be possible without ETL but would require significantly more work. These models allow you
to set rules for how the balance sheet/cash flow is effected e.g.: if consumables purchase in
a given month is $X, increase creditors by $X, pay 10% of invoices this month, 50% next
month etc. This template comes with a 20 page document on how to get it going.
Technology One Consultants
The question was raised that has the training for Technology One Consultants been
changed to be applicable to only one module, as a user has had frustrating recent
experience with different consultants not understanding other modules and struggling to get
different modules to integrate. Oliver Jarman (Technology One) stated that it had always
been that way, due to the size and complexity of the modules they have trained their
consultants to be masters of specific modules, but the feedback is taken and it was
acknowledged that an up skilling was required.
Workflow – Outstanding Items
An issue was raised where the systems administrator forwards a workflow request to
another user for approval, the original approver still gets warning emails that the request is
overdue, despite the other user having approved the item. (e.g.: need to close off month end
for expense claims and original approver is on leave, forward to another manager who then
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approves the item). Jamie Scott acknowledged that this does happen, and as a
TechnologyOne consultant frequently had to resolve workflow issues, often related to
‘orphaned’ data such as when a user may go ahead and post a document file or release an
order and the workflow task has been by-passed. Scott Goodwin (Yarra Ranges Council)
said he had a scored script which runs each night to clean up their workflow each night.
Enforcing Quotations
Lisa Neocleus (Latrobe City Council) asked about other users experience in enforcing
quotations in the purchasing module. Steve Irwin (City of Frankston) indicated he had
achieved this in the system utilising advanced workflow. The system has inbuilt rules based
on the amount, and has requirements on the fields that are required to be filled in on the
requisition screen. This however was tricky to build and required the assistance of a
Technology One consultant. Aaron Ng (South East Water) indicated they had also set this
up with a customised workflow.
BI Rapid
Manny Lygris (Swinburne University) highlighted that he was going to implement BI Rapid
shortly. This includes 30 pre-configured dashboards, and can be implemented at low cost
with 5 days of consulting. This is designed to be a quick solution to get quick benefit to the
organisation. If you are licenced already, the templates are available for free, however you
really need a consultant to implement correctly. Manny will provide feedback to the user
group once implemented.
John (Victrack) highlighted to the group that BI & ETL is a very powerful tool. Victrack have
built everything on a dash board, which has been built to essentially the user’s front end to
get into the functions relevant to their role. Once developed it has been very beneficial,
however it took a lot of work to get there.

Next Meeting – Jamie Scott (Salvation Army)
The timing of the next meeting was discussed. Meetings are usually every 6 months,
however given the rollout of Ci Anywhere and the Technology One Showcase in June, some
interest in running a meeting in July was shown. A vote was taken and the majority indicated
preference for September.
Jamie asked for volunteers with a Central location to host the meeting, but none were
forthcoming, Jamie requested if anyone had an interest in hosting to contact him .
The time of day of the meeting was raised as an issue, particularly for those travelling some
distance to the meeting. Jamie resolved a vote would be taken on the website before the
next meeting to find a time that suits the majority of user group attendees.
Meeting Closed 2.30pm.
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